
With just a smartphone, tablet, or webcam, students and instructors can capture video of 
presentations with ease. Video Capture Powered by GoReact, fully integrated in 
McGraw-Hill’s Connect platform, doesn’t require any extra equipment or complicated training. 
All it takes is five minutes to set up and start recording!  Create your own custom Video 
Capture assignment, including in-class and online speeches and presentations, self-review, 
and peer review.  With our customizable rubrics, time-coded comments, and visual markers, 
students will see feedback at exactly the right moment, and in context, to help improve their 
speaking, presentation skills and confidence!

Say goodbye 
to complex 
or outdated 
equipment and 
save time on 
presentation day!  

• Time-coded feedback via text, video & audio  

• Visual markers for short-hand, repetitive 
comments  

• Customizable rubrics

View a walkthrough at mheducation.link/vidcap

Introducing Video Capture Powered by 



• Asynchronous video
• Synchronous screen capture & video (“Live Event”)
• Group assignment/presentation
• Presenter split screen for visual aids or presentation decks
• Customizable rubrics
• Self and peer review
• Time-coded feedback with text, video & audio
• Customizable in-line comment markers
• Rubric placement and comment box next to video for easier grading
• Mobile recording & uploading
• Improved accessibility
• Deep integration with most Learning 

Management Systems via 
 McGraw-Hill’s Connect

Functionality list

GoReact in partnership with McGraw Hill Connect is a game changer.  Teaching public 
speaking comes with challenges; however, speech assignments through GoReact make 
the process streamlined - from assigning, to submitting, to grading.  The ability to leave 
audio and video feedback, as well as visual “markers”, eases the workload burden and 
brings back the fun in the grading process.  Students have a streamlined and accessible 
way to submit speeches and complete self or peer reviews in an efficient and thoughtful 
manner.  This partnership brings the best of both worlds – superior McGraw-Hill content 
mixed with GoReact’s top of the line speech tool.

Jeff Fox, Lecturer, Communication Studies & 
CMST 101 Coordinator

Northern Kentucky University
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